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Yearbook inspiration with you in mind.
Ideas, inspiration & tips to help fill your yearbook pages.

Life Outside of School Page
What do students and faculty do for fun outside of school?

Selfie Page
Create a spread of faculty and student selfies.

Events Collage Page
Consider making a collage out of the pictures that did not make it 
on your spreads.

Autograph Pages
Extend your theme and create unique autograph pages. Consider 
adding random autograph pages in between pages or towards the 
end of your yearbook.

Words of Wisdom Page
If you could leave your students one piece of advice, what would 
you say? Gather answers from faculty members and create a “Words 
of Wisdom” page.

“Things We Said” Word Collage Page
Does your school have famous phrases and words used throughout 
the year? What are some of the things students said in 2019-2020? 

Message from Yearbook Committee/Staff Page
Take a moment to share a few words about this year’s theme and 
extend a thank you to those who have contributed to this year’s 
yearbook.

Dedicate a Spread to the Seniors
This year has been unexpected for many but the seniors are really 
feeling the change. Dedicate a page to some of the moments they 
experienced this year.

Crossword/Wordsearch Page
The possibilities are endless! Consider creating a school themed 
puzzle free from puzzle-maker.com

I Spy Page
What a great way to use some of those funny pictures that didn’t 
make the spread. One spread can be used for the game and a 
spread later in the book for the answer key.

#1 STAFF ROCKSTARS
Engage faculty members 
to help answer polls and 
questions that could help fill 
modules or content for pages.

#2 GO SOCIAL
Utilize your school website 
to help answer polls and 
questions that could help fill 
modules or content for pages.

#3 SURVEYS & POLLS
Check out some of our  
survey and poll templates on 
our yearbook site.

#4 INTERACTIVE PAGES 
These are a great way to make 
the yearbook fun! Consider 
creating a fill-in-the-blank page 
where students can answer 
questions about what made 
their year memorable.
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